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During the Christmas recess I had the oppor- in the man
tunity to be in the United Kingdom and while tion by Sir
there met with the officials of a private non- that one co
profit organization responsible for citizen's the far n
advice bureaux, bureaux that are funded in ombudsma
part from public funds. I met the administra- Guy Powle
tors, visited a number of these bureaux and the right t
saw them in action. It would seem to me that any kind
this might be the sort of institution that could administrat
better deal with the kind of problem referred personaiity
to by the bon. member. administrat

necessary 1
Owing to the very uniqueness of the word, wbich an

I suppose, "ombudsman" has become a kind sonai sort
of magic phrase which has caught the fancy
of ed torial writers. As the hon. member One of I
pointed out, since he first started his efforts in such an in
1962 the expression has very much caught the overcome
attention of legislators around the world. t rather diffc
was about that time that New Zealand was with the rc
considering establishing an ombudsman. As ous state
the hon. member bas pointed out, the United really succ
Kingdom bas an institution of this kind, as United Km
well as certain provinces, including his own, funter pro
New Brunswick and others.

expanse of
As I have said, we in this House made a governmeni

very extensive study in the middle 1960's 22 million
during which the bon. member and I exam- million in
ined the various merits of such an institution. ject to cor
I have already cited the example of New Zea- linguistic d
land and I think it is important to point out believe tba
that both Denmark and Sweden have tiveiy disch
ombudsmen. I might add West Germany, would put
where I believe the institution is still in exist- bave to tbi
ence though it confines its functional respon- men, and
sibilities to questions involving military ser- creation of
vice. Putting aside the institution in the d'état of F
United Kingdom for a moment-I will deal tban a sing
with that later-let me illustrate the chief ombudsmar
characteristics of those communities in which institution.
the establishment of ombudsmen has been conseil d'ét
such a success. Firstly, the community bas Different
been, in relative terms, small in population; througbout
that is to say, a population of up to approxi- with the pr
mately eight million. If someone rushes to of administ
point to the example of West Germany, may I those instit
remind him that their institution does not and bas be
concern itself with the full panoply of gov- Tben, of c
ernment but, rather, deals solely with ques- system. In t
tions arising under the German military. the Admini

In addition to small population there is a with vario
relatively homogeneous population; that is to the Napoie
say, communities where there have not beeu institution
substantial differences in language and where * (5:40 p.m.
there is no substantial ethnic difference. Fur-
ther, the volume of work to be handled by If I may
the ombudsman was such that it could be tional bias
effectively dealt with by one person. The tion, I sugg
point was particularly emphasized to us, both of civil libe
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ner of the description of his func-
Guy Powles and in the conclusion

uld draw from his experience, that
ost effective weapon which an
n-particularly the one I met, Sir
s-could bring to his job was not
o report to Parliament or to take
of legal proceedings in regard to
ion, but was the impact of his own

in dealing with the particular
or involved. Therefore, there is a
imit to the number of cases with
ombudsman can deal on this per-
of basis.
the hesitations that I have about
stitution-a hesitation that can be
by various expedients-is the
rent nature of Canada compared
latively small, unitary, homogene-
in which ombudsmen have been
essful. I put aside the case of the
gdom, even though it is a unitary
use I require that their case be
ven. Given the great geographical
Canada and our federal form of

t, we have a population of roughly
now, compared with eight to nine
Sweden, though that figure is sub-
rection. We also have ethnic and
ifferences. Consequently, I do not
t a single ombudsman could effec-
harge the responsibilities that one
upon him. Therefore, one would

nk in terms of a panel of ombuds-
at that point one approaches the

something akin to the conseil
rance, which has a panel rather
le individual. This is not really an

but, rather, a different type of
I shall have more to say about the
at in a moment.

solutions have been adopted
the western world for dealing

oblem of excess of zeal on the part
rators. The ombudsman is one of
utions which is of Baltic origin
come recognized as one solution.
ourse, there is the parliamentary
the United States there was passed
strative Procedure Act. In France,
us adaptations, particularly since
onic period, there has been the
of the conseil d'état.

bring to the debate a certain na-
in favour of one particular institu-
est that in terms of the protection
erties probably the partliamentary


